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GE Raider RGB

LIGHT 'EM UP
WORLD’S FIRST 8TH GEN INTEL® CORE™ i7 PROCESSOR
GAMING LAPTOP

INTEL® CORE™ i7 PROCESSOR

INTRODUCING 8TH GEN INTEL® CORE™ i7+ PLATFORM. YOUR COMPUTER’S PERFORMANCE, OPTIMIZED FOR YOU.

Intel, the Intel Logo, Intel Inside, Intel Core, and Core Inside are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.
MSI LAPTOP #1 HIGHEST 2017

"It’s the first time a Windows-based PC maker has beat out Apple in this category." - PCmag
Heat is the most original element on earth. It’s pure physics that more energy will generate more heat. Cooling is therefore a knotty task to tackle with.

COOLING THERMAL
REVOLUTIONARY COOLING MODULE FOR GAMING

Call upon the Hurricane
When other gaming laptops are struggling with heat, MSI calls upon the hurricane at the push of a button. Only with the best cooling solution can MSI GE Raider can maintain full performance. That’s how we define “Cool”.

GAMING KEYBOARD
A KEYBOARD FOR ALL GAMERS DESIRE

Gaming Keyboard by steelseries
keyboard has ergonomically-designed keys with 1.9 mm of key travel for better responsive and tactile feedback, optimum WASD zone and support of anti-ghosting capability for up to 45 keys.

Gaming Keyboard by steelseries
GT 83, GT75, GE73/63 series
Gaming Keyboard by steelseries
GT 73, GS73/63, GE62, GP-X series
Gaming Keyboard by steelseries
GS43, GL-X, GV series

VIRTUAL SURROUND
3D sound immerses you in the game, and allows you to significantly improve your performance. With an intuitive interface, simply customize your audio effects.

GAMING 3D SOUND
HEARD BETTER - PLAY BETTER

SOUND TRACKER
The Sound Tracker is made up of a moving arrow in a circular radar. Configure its position, size and transparency for an optimal in-game integration.

SERVICE CENTER ADDRESS: No. 6 Harper Road #02-01, Leong Huat Building, Singapore 369674 (Next to Tai Seng MRT)